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Area Overview

Map of Nigeria numerically showing states typically considered
part of the Niger Delta region: 1. Abia, 2. Akwa Ibom, 3. Bayelsa,
4. Cross River, 5. Delta, 6. Edo, 7.Imo, 8. Ondo, 9. Rivers
The focus of this briefing is on international stakeholder
interests in the four main oil producing states: Delta, Bayelsa,
Rivers and Akwa Ibom, and their offshore environment.
Incidents in other states and off the Bakassi Peninsula are
recorded based on available information.
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UK FCO current travel risk map

The Niger Delta, with the
exception of Warri and the
coastal areas, was downgraded
from advise against all travel to
all but essential travel in June
2012.
Edition 9, October 2013,
Updated: 15 January 2015,
Still current at: 03 February 2015
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Time table – 2015 Elections (excerpt)

S/N

ACTIVITY

2

Commencement of campaign by
Political Parties

10

Publication of list of nominated
candidates

13

14

DATE
Presidential & National Assembly
16th November 2014
Governorship & State House of Assembly
30th November 2014
Presidential & National Assembly
13th January 2015
Governorship & State House of Assembly 27th January 2015

REMARK
Section 99 (1) of the election Act, 2010 (as
amended) provides 90 days before polling date

Section 34 of the election Act, 2010 (as amended)
provides not later 30 days before the election

Last day of campaigns

Presidential & National Assembly
12th February 2015
Governorship & State House of Assembly
26th February 2015

Section 99 (1) of the election Act, 2010 (as
amended) prohibits advertisements or broadcasts
of campaigns 24 hours prior to the day of election

Dates of Elections

Presidential & National Assembly
14th February 2015
Governorship & State House of Assembly
28th February 2015

Section 25 of the election Act, 2010 (as amended)
provides that Commission to appoint date not
earlier than 150 days but not later than 30 days
before the expiration of the term of office of the last
holder of the office.

Source: Independent national Electoral Commission http://www.inecnigeria.org/
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Presidential elections – Jonathan (PDP) vs Buhari (APC)

“Recent polling results by
Afrobarometer indicate that the
public is torn between the
candidates of the two largest
parties,” Stakeholder Democracy
Network, an NGO, wrote in an
election briefing on 3 February.
19th January polling results.
Source: Stakeholder Democracy
Network, Flashpoints:
The 2015 Elections In Nigeria,
Issue 4, 3 February 2015.
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Violence risk map, as assessed by INEC, 9 January 2015

Nigeria’s
Independent
National
Electoral
Commission (INEC), on 9 January, issued maps
illustrating various risks associated with the
elections. Ondo, Delta, Rivers and Akwa Ibom
states have been flagged high risk, using violence
during the December primaries as an indicator.
Lagos and Bayelsa states are classified as low risk
using the same yardstick.
For the entire INEC risk briefing see:
http://www.inecnigeria.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/02/Pre-election-RiskMapping-.pdf
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Violence risk map, as assessed by Red Cross / Red Crescent
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Main issues past 30 days

 5 attacks against international stakeholder interests were recorded in and offshore the Niger Delta in January, 4 less than in
December and November. 6 security incidents occurred in January 2014.
 On 11 January, an oil products tanker was hijacked 85 nm WSW of Brass. The vessel was recovered off Ghana on 18 January.
 On 23 January, an accommodation vessel was attacked at Agbami field. 1 Nigerian Navy officer was killed.
 On 23 January, a Nigerian engineer was kidnapped in Benin City.
 On 23 January, a Nigerian oil company staff member was kidnapped in Port Harcourt.
 On 28 January, another Nigerian oil company staff member was kidnapped in Port Harcourt.

 The 12-month moving attack average decreased to 6.25
 CRUDE OUTPUT dropped to 1.902 mbpd in December, according to OPEC’s latest (15 January) revised figures based on secondary
sources. Production figures based on direct communication was reported lower at 1.842 mbpd.
 OIL THEFT: The Trans-Forcados pipeline which carries crude oil from production facilities to export terminals in Forcados, Delta
state, has been attacked four times by vandals and oil thieves since the beginning of this year alone, the Daily Independent reported
on 25 January. It was reopened, state-owned Nigerian National Petroleum Corp said two days later, according to a Platt’s update.
 MARITIME: NIMASA said that it will not hesitate to detain any vessel entering the country territorial and coastal waters with
security escorts on board, whether armed or unarmed, the Vanguard newspaper reported on 2 February. The came as the agency
detained three oil product tankers in Lagos in January, LILAC VICTORIA, UACC EAGLE and MORGANE, because “they sailed into Nigeria
with individuals linked to private security firms overseas offering training on the use of weapons”.
 POLITICS: Nigeria’s Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), on 9 January, issued maps illustrating various risks
associated with the elections. Ondo, Delta, Rivers and Akwa Ibom states have been flagged high risk, using violence during the
December primaries as an indicator. Lagos and Bayelsa states are classified as low risk using the same yardstick.
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January serious security incidents

Incid. No. 001/15 – Jan 11 HIJACK The Cook Islands flagged oil products tanker MARIAM was hijacked by ten pirates armed with AK47s in
position at 05:00 local time. The hijack occurred in position 03:44N – 004:59E, 65nm off Bayelsa, 85nm west-southwest of brass. The cargo of
1,500 tonnes of crude oil was stolen and offloaded into another tanker at an unknown location. 8 pirates remained onboard the tanker while two
others left onboard the second vessel. Mariam was recovered by the Ghanaian Navy on 18 January, some 26nm southeast of Tema, Ghana.
Incid. No. 002/15 – Jan 23 ARMED ASSAULT The Nigerian flagged offshore tug/supply vessel JASCON 24 was attacked by pirates in one speed
boat at the Agbami field at 19:45 local time. One Nigerian Navy officer was reportedly killed by the attackers and all the bridge windshields were
shot in and extensive damage reported.
Incid. No. 003/15 – Jan 23 KIDNAP A Nigerian national, an engineer working for Schneider, was abducted in Benin City, Edo State, at 17:00 local
time. No further details on the incident available at this time.
Incid. No. 004/15 – Jan 23 KIDNAP A Nigerian staff member of Japaul Oil was abducted by gunmen along the eastern bypass in Port Harcourt at
23:30 local time. No further info at this time.
Incid. No. 005/15 – Jan 28 KIDNAP A Nigerian staff member was kidnapped from his residence at the Agip Estate in Port Harcourt by gunmen at
02:25 local time. The kidnappers wore black vests with the inscription “Anti Robbery” on their backs. No further info at this time.
See website Client Area or the Report’s incident library for more.
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Key Points & Current Issues
CURRENT ISSUES: Elections. Elections. Elections.

KEY POINTS
Aug-Oct 09: Amnesty grace period. MEND commanders and
thousands of militias demobilise.
Nov 11 - Mar 12: Piracy returns to the Delta and accelerates
in March.
Apr – May 2012: Pipeline bombs in Bayelsa claimed by ‘Third
Phase Militants’ and MEND
Sep 12: President approves third phase of amnesty for Niger
Delta militants.
Sep-Dec 12: Crude production falls as result of floods, oil
theft and pipeline sabotage.
Feb 13: Increase in attacks offshore Bayelsa!
Jun-Jul 13: Oil production suffers under pressure from oil
thieves and attacks offshore continues.
Aug-Dec 13: Drop in attacks offshore.
Nov-Dec 13: Delta-wide seasonal increase in violent crimes.
Local citizens mostly targeted.
Feb 14: Boko Haram threatens to attack the Niger Delta.
Offshore attack increase off Bayelsa in Jan and early Feb.
Apr 14: Boko Haram leader calls on Muslims to murder their
neighbours throughout Nigeria.
Jun 14: Boko Haram claims a suicide bomb attack in Lagos
Nov 15 – Jan 15: Political violence escalates ahead of
elections
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Attacks by category past 12 months, as of 31 January 2015
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Attacks on international stakeholder interests – cumulative
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Expatriate kidnap victims – cumulative
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Expatriate kidnap victims – by month
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Other security issues

Lagos, 25 Jan: U.S. Secretary of State, John Kerry, advised Nigerian
politicians to work towards ensuring a peaceful and violence-free February
general elections. He gave the advice at a news conference on Sunday in
Lagos at the end of a closed-door meeting he held with President
Goodluck Jonathan and Muhammad Buhari, the presidential candidates of
the Peoples Democratic Party, PDP, and the All Progressives Congress,
APC, respectively.

Delta: 19 Jan, The Niger Delta Youth
Council (NDYC) have warned that they
will no longer tolerate attacks by Funali
herdsmen in the state.

Delta: 11 Jan, Tompolo met,with
influential Itsekiri Leaders of Thought,
ILT, headed by Pa J. Ayomike, in Warri,
for peace talks.
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Akwa Ibom, 23 Jan: Militants raided
fishing communities of Ikot Etuk Idung,
Ute Antai and Ute Bramah in Mbo LGA,
carting away valuables and raping their
female victims.

Rivers, 23 Jan: Governorship
candidates of three political parties in
Rivers State, Chief Nyesom Wike of the
Peoples Democratic Party (PDP),
Dakuku Peterside of the All
Progressives Congress (APC) and
Prince Tonye Princewill of the Labour
Party (LP), agreed to ensure violentfree elections in the state, in February.

Based on press reports. Info not verified. See the monthly report for details.
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Counter Bunkering Operations – January

Delta: Two men arrested in Sapele for illegal
oil bunkering. JTF said the arrest was the
follow-up of a discovery of three vehicles
loaded with suspected illegally acquired diesel
at a commercial property.

Edo: Illegal bunkering site destroyed along
Ogbekpeh rivers in Akpoba Okha LGA.

Delta: Illegal oil bunkering sites destroyed at
Egwu 1, Warri South LGA , and Isaba, Burutu
LGA. Cotonou boat destroyed.

Delta: Trans-Forcados pipeline sabotaged 4
times in January. Reopened on the 27th after
repairs.

Based on press reports. Info not verified. See the monthly report for details.
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Imo: JTF squad deployed at Nigeria Agip
Oil Company flow station in Akri
community of Imo State, discovered an oil
theft syndicate that specialised in pipeline
vandalism.
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Maritime: Shipping and offshore density

This is a visual representation of accumulated AIS plots during the second half of 2013. Offshore density and activity is clearly identified by the red and green “dots”
on the map. Source: marinetraffic.com
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Maritime: Current shipping activity, as at 02 FEB, 1135 GMT

Source: marinetraffic.com
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Maritime: Tankers detained in Lagos

NIMASA said that it will not hesitate to detain any vessel entering the
country territorial and coastal waters with security escorts on board,
whether armed or unarmed, the Vanguard newspaper reported on 2
February. NIMASA gave this warning when the agency detained three oil
product tankers in Lagos in January, LILAC VICTORIA, UACC EAGLE and
MORGANE, because they sailed into Nigeria with individuals linked to
private security firms overseas offering training on the use of weapons.

COMMENT: With regards to unarmed advisors working on offshore
support vessels, we are fairly certain personnel signed on as crew and
HSSE advisors – or Assistant Ships Security Officer – will fall well outside
the definition of “threat to national security” and gun running – as has
been the case in the offshore petroleum industry in the Niger Delta for
the last 10 years or so.
As for tankers and cargo ships occasionally calling Nigerian ports,
we can offer a far less accurate assessment. Apart from the obvious:
“don’t go in with any weapons onboard”, it is to be hoped that Nigeria’s
government’s guidance will be made available shortly to flag states and
ship operators to avoid further confusion over which rules apply.
Meanwhile, using Lagos Safe Anchorage – protected jointly by the Navy,
private vessel provider OMS and Britain’s PGS Group – might be an
alternative to consider.
Under any circumstance, clarity – now more than ever – is
needed. What, exactly, is permitted under Nigerian rules and regulations
in terms of protecting merchant ships calling her EEZ, territorial waters,
ports and terminals?
06 February 2015

Detained, allegedly: LILAC VICTORIA – pictured above – IMO
9589815, Marshall Is flag oil products tanker built 2011 – calling Lagos
02 Jan 2015; UACC EAGLE, IMO 9550694, Marshall Is flag oil
products tanker built 2009 – calling Lagos 29 Jan 2015; MORGANE,
IMO 9327425, Marshall Is flag oil/chemical tanker built 2006 – calling
Lagos 29 Jan 2014. Photo by shipspotting.com
See our full assessment in the Report.
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Maritime: Incidents past 6 weeks – as of 01 FEB 2015

LEGEND: Black = incidents last 7 days regardless of category. Red: Hijack/kidnap; Yellow: Armed assault or robbery; Blue = Attempt (no report of
weapons used); Green: Suspicious approach or theft Map: World Piracy Update by Bergen Risk Solutions & Jeppesen – a Boeing company. This map
also shows attacks on local shipping where information has been available.
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Maritime: Incidents past 12 weeks – as of 01 FEB 2015

Observation: The waters off Bayelsa and Akwa Ibom states continue
to be the areas most exposed to serious incidents and should be
considered extreme risk for unprotected shipping working or
transiting here.

LEGEND: Black = incidents last 7 days regardless of category. Red: Hijack/kidnap; Yellow: Armed assault or robbery; Blue = Attempt (no report of
weapons used); Green: Suspicious approach or theft Map: World Piracy Update by Bergen Risk Solutions & Jeppesen – a Boeing company. This map
also shows attacks on local shipping where information has been available.
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Maritime: Incidents past 12 months – as of 01 FEB 2015

Max confirmed offshore striking distance past 12 months, and record:
189 nM from shore, armed assault (fired upon), chemical oil prod.
tanker BW LENA, 9 Aug 2014.

LEGEND: Black = incidents last 7 days regardless of category. Red: Hijack/kidnap; Yellow: Armed assault or robbery; Blue = Attempt (no report of
weapons used); Green: Suspicious approach or theft Map: World Piracy Update by Bergen Risk Solutions & Jeppesen – a Boeing company. This map
also shows attacks on local shipping where information has been available.
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Attacks by category

Security Incidents by Category as of 31 January 2015
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Kidnappings/hostage taking of foreign nationals
continues and the risk of forced abductions remain
extant as criminals seek to extort ransom
payments from international staff and local
families associated with the O&G industry.
Serious crime incidents (armed assault / robbery /
murder) targeting internationals remain a
significant risk, even though movement
restrictions, security precautions and relocation
have partially managed the risk.
The frequency of pipeline bombs, which increased
significantly in 2008 and 2009 as MEND and other
militant groups worked hard to achieve a clearer
political message to put pressure on the Nigerian
government, has fallen drastically since the end of
the amnesty grace period in October 2009.
Pipeline sabotage as result of oil theft is however
still a formidable challenge.
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Attacks by perpetrator

SIGNIFICANCE: The attack numbers demonstrate that The Movement for the
Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND) was/is but one of many groups
representing a threat to petroleum operations and other commercial activity
in the Delta.

Attackers (as of 31 January 2015)
90

MEND, now defunct as virtually all of its leaders and associates demobilised in
conjunction with the amnesty in 2009, has on occasions unsuccessfully tried to regain
its former relevance. Associates Henry and Charles Okah, the two first spokesmen
hiding behind the elusive nom de guerre ‘Jomo Gbomo’ were arrested shortly after
the 1 October 2010 Independence Day bombings in Abuja. MEND had at that time
long ceased to represent the Niger Delta uprising. In stead it had become an
undertaking and mouth piece of the Okah family and their close associates.
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On 29 July 2011 it was announced that Henry and Charles would face charges of
treasonable felony. As a result ‘Jomo’ made threats in June and July 2011 of a
resumption of hostilities, and again in late September and early 2012. The threats
never materialised.
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The group claimed two attacks in 2012, on 4 Feb and 13 Apr. After a hostile
statement on 14 Apr the group remained quiet for the rest of that year - even when
the trial of Henry Okah in South Africa started on 1 Oct.
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On 3 April 2013, MEND announced it would resume hostilities with the launch of ‘OP
Hurricane Exodus‘, which was to commence two days later. It has occasionally
claimed attacks since. Most often it appears, however, that the group has taken
credit for attacks carried out by others. Specific actions that the group has warned of
beforehand were never carried out.
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2015

*Based on public statements from the Movement for the Emancipation of the Niger
Delta - MEND. “Others” refer to the plethora of criminal gangs and community
pressure groups operating in the delta – and “grudge attacks” carried out for a variety
of reasons, often over disputed payments/contracts.
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Shell monthly spill statistics (No aggregate updates by SPDC since October)

Spill incidents

Volume

Source: SPDC

Despite continued efforts by government security forces to stamp out sabotage and illegal bunkering, spills caused by third party activity on
Shell lines alone suggests a strong resilience of illegal refining and large scale organised crime.
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Nigerian Agip Oil Company (NAOC) spill statistics

Spill incidents

Volume

Source: NAOC

Despite continued efforts by government security forces to stamp out sabotage and illegal bunkering, spills caused by third party activity on
Shell lines alone suggests a strong resilience of illegal refining and large scale organised crime.
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Crude production
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Data source: OPEC Monthly Market Reports.

Crude output dropped to 1.902 mbpd in December, according to OPEC’s latest (15 January) revised figures based on secondary sources.
Production figures based on direct communication was reported lower at 1.842 mbpd.
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Forecast – Next 30 days


THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN, which started 16 November (president and natl. assembly) and 30 November 2014 (governorship and
state assembly), will continue until two days before the 14 and 28 February polling days. Political activity, rallies and
demonstrations are anticipated with the risk of intimidation and violence expected throughout the region.



The primaries took place in early December, resulting in numerous challenges and disputed outcomes. These challenges will
likely generate tension as contenders vie for positions and nominations right up to the last minute before polling. This tension
will likely manifest itself as acts of violence and intimidation in some areas. It is likely to present a particularly high threat in Port
Harcourt and its satellite towns; and in Bayelsa state where the LGA and Senatorial elections will be aggressively contested.



Offshore maritime crime was unexpectedly low in January, as it was in December 2014. It is, however, unlikely that the present
calm will continue. The waters off Bayelsa and Akwa Ibom states will continue to be most vulnerable to attacks.



The JTF, charged with the responsibility to fight serious crime in the delta, will continue counter-bunkering operations, as oil
theft continues to represent a major challenge to operators. As more blocks are divested by the IOCs and are operated by NPDC
and local companies, data on the volumes of oil lost is likely to become increasingly unavailable.



The falling oil price continues to put pressure on the Nigerian economy, which is heavily dependent on petroleum export
revenues. It is possible that further reductions in barrel prices will trigger government directives to the JTF to reduce oil theft in
an effort to increase revenues.



Sectarian violence in Nigeria’s north and middle-belt remains a potent and expanding security challenge. Boko Haram still
harbours ambitions to expand its insurgency to Lagos and the South-South. An attack on a strategic or iconic target in the region
remains unlikely, but after the (claimed) attack in Apapa, Lagos on 25 June, an attack in the Niger Delta cannot be completely
ruled out.



The risks associated with operations in the Niger Delta will continue to represent a threat to personnel, materiel and financial
performance and may manifest themselves as pipeline sabotage, kidnappings, blockades, facility invasions/occupations,
armed robberies and theft.
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Forecast – Beyond 30 days




ELECTION DATES: 14 February (president and national assembly) and 28 February 2015 (governorship and state assembly)



As what is likely to be the most closely contested election since the return of democracy is right around the corner, both major
political parties, PDP and APC, are riven by political schisms and factionalisation. The nomination of former president Buhari by the
APC is not unexpected, but brings with it various uncertainty factors including his association with the post-election violence in
2011.



In the event that Jonathan wins, widespread social unrest is anticipated in the northern states with high levels of violence in
ethnically and religiously mixed communities. It is likely that the violence will be far more widespread than that which followed the
2011 election. The same applies to the Niger Delta region, should Jonathan be unsuccessful.



In the North, Boko Haram retains the initiative in the face of a highly disorganised military and political response. The group is able
to attack targets at a time and place of its choosing. BH has proven to be resilient and has achieved an international standing in the
pan-Islamic jihadist movement and also in the West, where it is proscribed and officially classified as an international terrorist
organisation. Boko Haram is now less connected to the northern elite and has to some extent outgrown its former sponsors. This
makes the organisation more dangerous, more unpredictable and less likely to be pacified even in the event of a northerner
winning the presidency. It is also becoming clearer that the organisation is more closely linked to the Kanauri tribe and its footprint
in Niger, Chad and Cameroon indicates BH has wider ambitions than simply a Nigerian agenda.



Apart from facing the threat represented by Boko Haram, the government must consolidate efforts to address the urgent
requirement to develop power generation and distribution networks; the East-West road project in the Niger Delta; the perceived
political disenfranchisement of many impoverished northerners, and a fragile Niger Delta amnesty.

AMNESTY ENDS: September 2015
President Goodluck Jonathan will likely focus entirely on winning the coming election, and challenge the result if he loses. The same
applies to gubernatorial candidates in the delta. This loss of focus on key strategic issues will generate dissatisfaction among
communities in the Delta as they wait for long-promised infrastructure and development projects. In the aftermath of the
elections, the government must rapidly demonstrate a continued focus on the major issues driving instability throughout Nigeria.
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Forecast – Beyond 30 days contd.


Following the elections, political rhetoric associated with the amnesty programme for Niger Delta militants is expected to continue.
It is likely that groups will redirect their attention back to criminal activities. Bank robbery, kidnapping, armed robbery, car-jacking
and maritime crime will likely surge in March.



Third and fourth phase militants in the delta will continue to attempt to extract maximum advantage from an ever diminishing
amnesty budget. The amnesty will end in September 2015, when the allocated funds are spent. Those militants already engaged in
the programme are disenchanted with the failure to deliver according to the original terms of the agreement, namely job creation
and development in the region. If former militants feel that the new president is unable or unwilling to deliver on promises it is
likely that new militant group will emerge in the region and attacks on oil and gas infrastructure and personnel will increase.



The availability of weapons and the oil theft trade (illegal bunkering) are significant risk drivers in the delta. The new president will
probably make powerful enemies trying to stop it unless he can ensure that the bunkering kingpins have other lucrative revenue
opportunities.



The realisation at the highest political level that illegal bunkering is a major strategic threat to the economy and the environment
continues to generate considerable debate. The country’s security forces will thus carry on focussing on counter-bunkering
operations.



The risk of “grudge attacks”, caused by personal conflict, envy, disputes over payments and contracts and turf wars between
bunkering gangs will continue to generate significant threats to the creation and maintenance of a safe and secure environment.



Offshore, the shortcomings (funding, hardware, vessels, maintenance, discipline, corruption, bureaucracy etc.) of the Nigerian
Navy, are being addressed at an accelerating rate, yet attacks on unprotected shipping of the delta is expected to continue.



These underlying drivers of instability and risk will continue to manifest themselves as organised and violent crime including,
illegal pipeline tapping, armed robbery and kidnap for ransom. Companies operating in the Niger Delta are advised to remain
focussed and alerted to security risks. Insecurity will remain extant throughout the Niger Delta during the next 3-6 months.
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Attacks on international stakeholder interests 2nd half 2014
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This briefing is associated with our Monthly Report and is available by subscription only.
Release date: 06 February 2015

DEFINITIONS AND FOCUS: “Serious Security Incidents” or “Attacks” in this briefing denote kidnap, serious crime, pipeline bombs and
other Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) targeting international personnel/assets in the Niger Delta. “Serious crime” is defined as:
armed assault, hijack, murder and armed robbery.
For details of each attack, please refer to the security incident library in the Monthly Report – or the BRS website Client Area.
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This briefing is intended as an overview only. It should not be treated as a definitive guide, nor should it be considered to cover every area of concern, or be
regarded as legal advice. Bergen Risk Solutions AS (Ltd) is not liable for any losses, claims, damages, expenses or other liabilities inflicted upon the receiver or any
third party as a result of use of information contained in this report.
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